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This representation is in four parts:  A.   Introductory key points 
       B.   Proposed wording for NPF4 
       C.   Explanation and amplification 
       D.   Models of green belt 

Abbreviations used in this representation 

 NPF4    = National Planning Framework Four 
 SPP    = Scottish Planning Policy 2014 
 APRS    = Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland 
 GBA    = APRS Green Belts Alliance  
 LDP    = Local Development Plan 
 UN    = United nations  

A. Introductory key points 

1. Importance of green belts.  Green belts have stood the test of time, are widely 
supported, are easy to apply, are adaptable, are multi-functional, and serve planning 
authority spatial strategies. They are in the long term public interest and they accord with 
the Scottish Government’s Principles for Sustainable Land Use and their objectives. They 
are compatible with the UN Sustainable Development Goals.  Green belts can reduce 
tensions between environmental protection and urban growth. Equalising population 
distribution in Scotland could lessen development pressure on green belts.  A 2017 public 
opinion poll carried out by Survation for APRS found 74.6% support for stronger protection 
of green belts. Concerns about climate change, net carbon zero, biodiversity and wellbeing 
issues increase the value of green belts. 

2. Definition of green belt. For precision of planning actions and to remove 
ambiguities, there is a need for NPF4 to provide a firm definition of green belt, with clear 
land protection as its main theme.  The GBA proposes the following : “Green belt is 
designated open land which is around, beside or within a settlement and for which there is 
a presumption against development, except for specified, mostly rural uses.” 

3. Multifunctional quality of green belts.  The Scottish Government report “Getting 
the best from our land” (2011) contains ten Principles for Sustainable Land Use. The first 
of these reads “Opportunities for land use to deliver multiple benefits should be 
encouraged”.  Green belts provide multiple benefits. See section B 1 below for a list. 

4. Climate change and other current concerns.  Green belts help to mitigate the 
effects of climate change, flooding, urban air pollution and health problems. Green belts 
today have new significance, making them more important than ever. See sections C4 
and C5 below for fuller discussion. 

5. Dangers of erosion of green belts contrary to local development plans.  
SPP (2014), paragraph 4, states that a "core value" of the planning system is that it should 
be "plan-led". Yet practice differs between planning authorities regarding green belts. We 
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urge that the NPF4 should stress that applications for development contrary to local 
development plans in the green belt are not acceptable. To provide a safeguard, 
community councils should have the right of appeal in these non-plan green belt cases. 
That check is likely to reduce the number of applications contrary to LDPs. Policies 
designed to protect and enhance green belts must be applied evenly throughout Scotland. 

6. Communities and community councils. The Scottish Government is putting new 
emphasis on the importance of communities, both their influence on local decisions and 
the impact of environment upon them. Community councils are elected, democratic 
bodies representing communities and are statutory consultees. It is logical to formalise 
their engagement more than at present. Section B6 below is intended to increase 
community council influence through planning appeals related only to green belts since 
green belts are so crucial to community welfare and to future generations. Some instances 
may involve more than one community council.  See also section C3 below. 

B. Proposed re-wording of SPP paras. 49-53 : GREEN BELTS 
 It is proposed that the wording in italics below be included in NPF4. 

NOTE : Paragraph numbering would have to be adapted to NPF4 numbering. 

—————————————————————————————————— 

Development Planning

1. Green belts are suited to cities, to large towns and sometimes to small towns. They have 
been proven over time. They are easy to enforce, adaptable and generally understood by the public. 
They conform to UN sustainability criteria and to the Council of Europe Landscape Convention. 
Green belts are multi-functional. They support spatial strategy by :

• directing development to the most appropriate locations and supporting urban regeneration;
• protecting and enhancing the character, landscape setting and identity of settlements;
• encouraging development of derelict, vacant and underused urban land;
• assisting protection of woodlands, water gathering grounds, plant life and wildlife near 

settlements and contributing to green networks and biodiversity;
• protecting as well as providing equality of access to open space and improving health 

through recreational uses compatible with agriculture and nature;
• supporting many of the environmental principles of ‘Garden Cities’ and landscape;
• establishing clearly-defined visual boundaries and preventing coalescence of settlements;
• adding to ways of mitigating climate change,  flooding and urban air pollution;
• supporting farming and local food production, and reducing food importation;
• supporting rural education and research.

2. In developing spatial strategies, planning authorities should identify the most sustainable 
locations for longer-term development and, where necessary, review the boundaries of any green 
belt when compiling a ten-year local development plan. 

3. The spatial form of the green belt should be appropriate to the location. It may encircle or 
part-encircle a settlement, enclose several settlements, or take the shape of a buffer, a corridor, a 
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wedge or an island of rural green space surrounded by urban development. Local development 
plans should show the detailed boundaries of any green belt land, giving consideration to :

• excluding existing settlements and existing major educational and research uses, 
existing major businesses and industrial operations, existing airports and existing 
Ministry of Defence establishments;

• redirecting building/urban development pressure to more suitable locations; and

• establishing clearly identifiable visual boundary markers based on landscape 
features such as rivers, tree belts, railways or main roads. Hedges and field 
enclosures will rarely provide a sufficiently robust boundary.

4. Between ten-year reviews of green belt boundaries, local development plans will limit 
development within a green belt to the following : 

• development associated with agriculture, including the reuse of historic agricultural 
buildings without extending the dimensions or structures of those historic buildings;

• development associated with woodland and forestry, including community 
woodlands;

• horticulture, including market gardening and directly connected retailing, but 
excluding multi-purpose ‘garden centres’ retailing non-horticultural goods;

• recreational uses that are compatible with an agricultural and natural setting;

• essential infrastructure such as roads, walking and cycle routes, digital 
communications and electricity grid connections, but excluding wind farms; and

• development meeting a national requirement or established need where no other 
suitable site is available.

Development Management

5. There will be a presumption that planning permission related to green belt land will be 
limited to the types and scales of development listed in paragraph 4 above. The precautionary 
principle and the Sandford principle (priority to conservation in decision-making) should apply. 
Priority should be given to conserving and enhancing the natural and cultural heritage of the area. 
Planning permission should not be given on green belt land while in-settlement useable brownfield 
land remains undeveloped in the area of a planning authority.

6. For green belt land, appeals to Ministers (and the Planning and Environmental Appeals 
Division) against a planning decision unsupported by a local development plan may be initiated 
either by a developer or by the relevant community council(s). The appeals right for community 
councils would be for green belt decisions only.

Glossary
Green belt is designated open land which is around, beside or within a settlement and for which 
there is a presumption against development, except for specified, mostly rural uses.
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C. Explanation and amplification

1. SPP values green belt. Much of SPP’s advice about green belts deserves praise.   
 That is why Part B above seeks to amend and amplify it, not to replace it entirely. 

2. Categories of rural land. SPP paragraphs 74-83 distinguish between remote rural   
 land and near-town countryside. SPP advocates (para. 82) the application of green belts for 
 very pressurised areas. SPP refers to sensitive landscapes, quality agricultural land, and  
 fragile communities. These are useful, but a further distinction needs to be drawn between  
 the following : 

  • rural countryside 
  • green belts, with a strong presumption against urban development, but,   
   with boundaries reviewed every ten years for each new LDP, so that green  
   belts are substantially protected, but open only to essential change. 

3. Communities and community councils. It is commendable that the Scottish Government  
 is putting new emphasis on the importance of communities, both their influence on local   
 decisions and the impact of environment upon them. Green belts also offer opportunities  
 related to health, recreation, involvement, equality of access and other ways. 

 In planning matters, developers have the advantages of hired professionals, ample time to  
 prepare schemes and access to data, in addition to the right of appeal. These cannot be   
 matched by most local communities. We consider that NPF4 should seek fairness and   
 social justice and help to “level the playing field” by increasing the  role of community   
 councils both in their influence in preparing LDPs and having a right of appeal in green belt  
 cases. 
  

4. Climate change and other current concerns.  Green belts help to mitigate the effects of  
 climate change. Plant life, especially trees, absorb carbon dioxide and water. Green belts  
 provide ‘lungs’ to mitigate urban air pollution and evidence suggests that countryside   
 access assists physical and mental health. Effective green belt protection can also benefit  
 agriculture enabling local food production and reducing reliance on imported food. Some  
 planning policies adversely affect the multifunctional values of green belts  e.g.  for local   
 authorities to meet housing targets to the detriment of existing designations, including   
 green belts. Increasing housing density within settlements and other techniques can reduce 
 reliance on green belt erosion. Safeguarding green belts should have priority over windfall  
 financial gains to landowners and developers. 

5. Woodland “necklaces” in green belts. International emphasis has been given to the   
 global importance of trees for releasing oxygen through photosynthesis and absorbing   
 carbon dioxide. However, they also have local benefits, especially close to settlements, by  
 reducing flood risks through absorbing water and binding soil. We ask that the NPF4 might  
 advocate increased woodland protection and planting specifically in green belts. The   
 concept of green belt “necklaces” of community woodlands, ideally linked by footpaths, has  
 been advocated and we urge the Scottish Government to consider such “necklaces” in its  
 call for ideas. 

6. Technical guidance. Where green belt development is needed, design guidance should  
 reflect original landscape character and countryside heritage  e.g. naturalistic layouts,   
 countryside views, open spaces, woodland planting and walking and cycling routes. 

7.   Monitoring. Regular monitoring/reporting is needed of the extent and permanence of green 
 belts, their condition, maintenance, enhancement and adherence to relevant policies 
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D.   Models of green belt 

Standard image 
Conventional public 
concept of a “belt” of 

protected land around a 
settlement.

Outward development  
model 

Satellite settlements beyond 
protected green belt.

Town revival model 
This puts emphasis on use of 
in-town brownfield and derelict 
land. Also on increased density 

of residence.

“Islands” of green belt 
Natural green spaces in town and surrounded by 

built-up area. These are especially valuable for easy 
access to “countryside” by many people without 

resort to motors. They can have other designations 
(e.g. Local Nature Reserve) in addition to green belt.

Green belt wedges 
Like “islands”, wedges of green belt  

give a high level of access since more 
people can live near the boundary. 

Partial green belt 
This would protect a 

particular part of a town 
or countryside and 

encourage develop-
ment where it is most 

appropriate.

Coastal green belt 
This could be seaside, lakeside or 

riverside, and is a particular variant of 
a partial green belt. There have been 

suggestions for “blue belts” for 
sensitive waters.

Multiple settlements  
green belt 

Broad green belt embracing 
several settlements of different 

sizes. Directs development 
inwards to all towns and 

villages.
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Local community organisations supporting the APRS Green Belts Alliance 
The APRS Green Belts Alliance co-ordinates the activities of community and other groups 
concerned with green belts across Scotland.  It campaigns for better national and local green 
belts policies and supports local groups through advice, research and publications.  It is 
hosted, supported and funded by the Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland, Scottish 
Charity No SC016139.   
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